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As it is quite famous hearsay round the globe that every Smartphone company is launching their
products to give competition to the Apple iPhone series and now one more name has been added in
the list of iPhone 4Sâ€™ competitors of and that is of HTC One X. HTC has decided to launch this much-
awaited smartphone in the month of April which is arriving with the captivating features and it has
predicted that the model will persuade the users of iPhone. With the same strategy HTC One X is
enabled with enhanced camera features and real time audio experience.

On the other hand Apple iPhone 4S is maintaining its position in the market with the extremely
superb features like iCloud and Siri, moreover Apple is planning to bring its NextGen iPhone. But for
not HTC One X can be lethal for Appleâ€™s Market. Making a comparison on the basis of Display HTC
One X is having Super IPS touchscreen of LCD 2 type with 1280x720 pixels of resolution with 4.7
inches of display where as iPhone 4S is having Retina display with touchscreen of LED- backlit with
IPS TFT type having resolution of 960x720 pixels and with display of 3.5inches.

HTC one X is enabled with Processor of Nvidia Quad Core of Tegra 3 Chipset type and of 1.3
Gigahertz where as iPhone 4S is enabled with Cortex Dual Core of A9 type and a5 chipset with 1
Gigahertz. Talking about camera, HTC One X is equipped with 8 Megapixel rear camera enabled
with several features like autofocus, Geo tagging and Face and smile detection. In iPhone 4S rear
camera is also of 8 Megapixel with same features like HTC One X.

The One X will be running with Android 4.0 Operating System of Ice Cream Sandwich type while
iPhone 4s has an Upgraded version of iOS 5.1.Both Smartphones are enabled with inbuilt Bluetooth
4.0. Storage memory in HTC One X is 32 GB and only 26 GB will be usable with 1 GB of RAM while
in iPhone 4S memory available is 16, 32 and 64 GB with 512 RAM HTC One X will be powered by a
Li-Po battery of 1800 mAh whereas iPhone 4S is enabled with battery of 1432 mAh.

Chek out the htc top seller handset â€“ htc sensation xe deals @ http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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